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It’s hard to imagine anything worse than having a 
loved one go missing—except never finding out what 
happened to that person. Since 1991, the all-volun-

teer DEEMI (Down East Emergency Medicine Institute) 
has been assisting in search-and-rescue missions and 
recovery. Now the nonprofit organization has teamed up 
with University of Maine students to bring new technol-
ogies to search-and-rescue (SAR) efforts in Maine and 
beyond. 

DEEMI cofounders Richard Bowie, MS, and Dr. Robert 
“Doc” Bowie, MD, both 58, are identical twins with equal 
passion for the organization’s mission: “to develop, with 
ethics and integrity, systems that will save lives.” 

“We founded it with our most trusted friends, Tim 
Apple and Danny Finck, and Mr. Phillip Webb,” said 
Richard. “But the boots on the ground in Maine were 
Bob and I.”

The twins were born in Portland. They both attended 
college in Virginia, earning undergrad and master’s 
degrees, and in Doc’s case, an MD. Richard was accepted 
into a PhD program at the University of Maine at Orono, 
and Doc went into his residency. “We both went back to 
Maine following our experiences working as medics full-
time during our Richmond years. We wanted to live in a 
place where crime was not as prevalent,” said Richard. 
“Plus, returning home seemed like a good idea!”

Richard serves as DEEMI’s director of operations; 
Doc serves as medical director. The nonprofit organiza-
tion receives no state or federal funding, Doc said. 
DEEMI operates a fleet of military surplus vehicles, 
including an airplane, a helicopter, several High Mobility 
Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs, or collo-

quially, Humvees), and drones. The organization has 
about 180 volunteers and can cover a lot of ground 
when needed. There is no charge for DEEMI’s services. 

DEEMI works with local law enforcement, fire rescue, 
warden services, and emergency medical services 
(EMS). Sometimes, DEEMI is called in by loved ones of a 
missing individual, especially in cases where current law 
enforcement practices dictate that searches for able-
bodied adults not begin until after a waiting period, or 
that public resources cannot be aimed at locating a 
presumed-dead victim for extended periods of time.

DEEMI efforts attract loyal volunteers

The third member of the organization’s senior staff is 
Chris Rowley. He is the director of imagery operations 
and analysis. 

It was a family tragedy that brought DEEMI to Chris’s 
attention. “I live in Dayton, Ohio, but Maine is kind of 
home for me,” he said. In 2007, Harrison Damon, the 
17-year-old son of Chris’s cousin had brain surgery that 
included a shunt. “After the operation, he seemed to be 
okay. He was in some pain, but he was back at school,” 
Chris said.

On March 5, 2007, the Bucksport High School student 
stayed after for tutoring, and then he became confused 
and missed the bus, “which was probably related to his 
illness and the pain from the operation. He got disori-
ented and decided to start walking home. But this was 
March in Maine, with snow, and it was very, very cold.”

Later that afternoon, a motorist saw Harrison on the 
Penobscot Narrows Bridge, wearing only his pants and 

DEEMI, the Down East 
Emergency Medicine 
Institute VOLUNTEERS AND STUDENTS MAKING BIG 

IMPACTS ON SEARCH-AND-RESCUE EFFORTS

Story by Sheila D. Grant  |  Photos by Jason Paige Smith
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shoes. “When people have hypo-
thermia, they think they are over-
heating and they strip,” explained 
Chris. “When the guy got out of his 
truck, hollering to ask if he was okay, 
Harrison—being disoriented and 
frightened—climbed over the railing, 
thinking he was getting away. He fell 
from the bridge.” 

Despite search efforts by local 
law enforcement and other officials, 
as well as DEEMI, Harrison’s body 
was not found. That’s when the 
cousin sent Chris, who has a back-
ground of more than 30 years of 
imagery intelligence, including 
training in the US Air Force, a 
packet of information.

“She sent this photo, taken from 
an aircraft, of a cove on the Penob-
scot River with a red circle on it, and 
DEEMI said they thought there was 
something there,” Chris recalled. He 
put his training to work. “I didn’t 
know at the time what Harrison had 
been wearing or not wearing, but I 
saw what I believed to be a body 
wearing pants and one shoe.” 

Chris was put in touch with DEEMI. 
“We were taking a vacation back to 
Maine that summer,” he said. “I met 
DEEMI’s Richard Bowie, and we 
talked about their operation.” As 
Chris heard about the imaging oper-
ation, he realized that the organiza-
tion might be taken more seriously 
by law enforcement, wardens, and 
other agencies if he brought his own 
intelligence training to the mix. He 
reached out to peers with similar 
training and formed a nonprofit, 
which has since been integrated into 
DEEMI.

“Whenever DEEMI would have a 
mission, they would collect imagery 
and put it into the DEEMI computer 

service. I would go out to my pool of 
analysts around the world and ask 
them to review the imagery for us,” 
Chris said. “If they found anything, I 
would develop a product to give to 
whoever was in charge of the search. 
I’ve been working with DEEMI ever 
since then.”

“Having closure is super, super 
important,” Chris continued. “I think 
a lot of people don’t realize how 
important it is. While I was in Maine 
that summer, we were planting a tree 
at my aunt’s cabin in memory of 
Harrison when we got a phone call 
from Richard. Somebody had found 
a shoe with a foot in it near that cove, 
and it was probably Harrison’s shoe.” 
DNA testing confirmed it. 

Volunteer Billy Joe Dick had been 
with DEEMI for eight or nine years—
and then her own 23-year-old 
daughter went missing in California. 

“We sent the K-9 team out there 
and ran the operat ion,”  said 
Richard. “She acted as team leader 
for her own daughter’s search. We 
conducted imagery analysis and 
coordination to the team on site, 
and the dog team gave us the 
answers.” 

Despite the unhappy ending, Billy 
Joe spoke about the experience in a 
video on the DEEMI website. “I have 
the utmost respect for DEEMI and 
what they do because this isn’t easy,” 
she said. “They do the very best that 
they can to help people find what 
they’re looking for.” 

Doc noted that DEEMI prefers to 
be a search-and-rescue organization, 
“but we find them, and we’ll bring 
them home,” he said, somberly. 

DEEMI has been involved in many 
successful searches, as well. To 
mention just a few examples, there 

was a University of Maine at Orono 
(UMO) professor found safe after 
getting lost hunting in 2015; two 
6-year-old boys found safe after 
wandering into the woods in Glen-
burn in December 2020; a woman 
found safe after running out of gas 
and disappearing in Fryeburg in 
November 2020; and a woman found 
crawling through the snow after 
going missing during a storm in 
February 2020. 
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Bringing new technologies to 
the search-and-rescue arena

The University of Maine wanted 
to partner with DEEMI to coinvesti-
gate ways new technologies could 
improve search-and-rescue efforts. 
They brought Doc on board as a 
Professor of Practice, and he has 
been working with students in the 
Chemical and Biomedical Engi-
neering Department. 

“I bring clinical and real-world 
experience in, and the students 
apply technology. A lot of their proj-
ects and capstones are around 
search and rescue,” Doc said. “An 
important question in SAR is, ‘Once 
you find them, what are you going to 
do for them?’ We were the first in 
the nation to be approved to use 
SAR drones. But all we are is a bunch 
of volunteers. So, we bring in all of 
the technology that we are using and 

ask, ‘How can we improve this?’” 
DEEMI already uses unmanned 

aerial vehicle (UAV) drones and 
digital imagery to search large tracts 
of land in a matter of minutes. “We 
gather images of the search area, 
then we take that imagery off the 
drone, download it to our Humvee 
and beam that up to the Internet, 
allowing our analysts and searchers 
to look at these pictures all through 
the night,” explained Doc. 

Dr. Robert “Doc” Bowie, MD
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Chris said that the benefit of 
capturing all the images is that 
searchers and analysts can look at 
that data multiple times and, “dig 
into the data more deeply to find 
details that you wouldn’t see with 
your naked eye.” 

But UMO students think there is 
room for improvement. They envi-
sion a drone, with an enhanced 
video algorithm, capable of landing 
near a victim and recording video to 
be live streamed to the operations 
center, allowing a patient’s breathing, 
skin tone, and pulse to be evaluated 
before the rescue team arrives. 

“Certain injuries cause certain 
breathing patterns,” said Doc. “It’s 
nice for the team going in to know 
the status of the patient.” Such a 
video recording from a drone could 
also, Richard pointed out, avoid a 

rescue team risking injury by hiking 
in at 3 a.m. if the victim is deceased 
and there’s no need to rush. 

Students are working on rescue 
sleds able to take and transmit a 
patient’s vitals as the person is being 
carried out of the wilderness, and a 
tourniquet that will report the time it 
was applied and the amount of pres-
sure. “As a doctor, I’ve got to know 
when you put that tourniquet on in 
order to know whether I can salvage 
the leg,” Doc said. 

One graduate student is working 
on an advanced color spectrum 
analyses processing tool that would 
allow searchers to focus first on 
photographs featuring a targeted 
clothing color, for example. 

Two versions of a drop pod, 
carrying supplies that can be 
dropped down to victims via drone, 

have been developed. Both have 
been 3-D printed, and one has been 
successfully field tested. There’s 
even a prototype remote-controlled 
land rover awaiting deployment to 
carry medical supplies, communica-
tion devices, and necessities over 
rough terrain to reach lost, disori-
ented, or incapacitated persons. 

“We are also trying to make sure 
we are based on the need of what’s 
best for the patient,” Doc said. “We 
freely share our technology. We 
want people to replicate it! It might 
only change three lives in Maine, but 
a hundred across the nation.”

DEEMI does not charge for 
search-and-rescue services. For 
more information, call Richard at 
207-866-1080 or visit deemi.org/
wordpress/.
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